
Let us be one of your strengths.BKV.
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If something needs lifting, you will need a crane and an 

operator. That we have them should come as no surprise 

to you. We would be glad to introduce you to our range of 

cranes and operators. We are convinced that we can meet 

your needs. However we can offer more than just a crane 

with an operator. This will be to your advantage.

Because we do more 
than just lifting
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This will become one of your strengths.

Many of our clients – most are loyal clients – see BKV as one of their strengths. There are 

many reasons for this.

Inventive
Our inventive solutions have saved money for many clients. We look at a job in our own unique way 

and often discover ways of working faster and more simply. And most of all: cheaper. We make the 

necessary lifting gear to order in our own workshop. This results in extra returns or a more attractive 

quote for your clients.

Reliable
Whether it be a building project, constructing a wind turbine or moving a chalet: we stick to our plan. 

That is how we operate. And what if your planning changes? Then we have the flexibility to adapt our 

planning. If it doesn’t go as planned, then we adapt our plan as we go. 

Safe
Just having a VCA certificate is not enough for safe lifting. It requires an understanding of the work 

processes at a lifting site. This is what we train our operators for. We do not just concentrate on the 

load, we anticipate the surroundings too. Very safe. To avoid unpleasant surprises, we carry out a risk 

assessment and evaluation beforehand.

Pleasant
Perhaps this a word that doesn’t occur in your annual report, but we do our work with great pleasure 

and believe that a pleasant collaboration with your employees and (sub)contractors can work wonders. 

You won’t be the first to regard our operators as colleagues!
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Lifting begins with a good plan. Our clients can 

attest to this. They have come to know the quality 

of our lifting plans by now. We visit the lifting 

location beforehand, so that we can take into 

account all possibilities when drawing up the lifting 

plan. By optimising the position of cranes and 

materials the lifting operation can be efficiently 

carried out. Whenever necessary, we will make 

all the required preparations, such as paving the 

surface or freeing up access roads. Because our 

engineers have plenty of practical experience in 

addition to their profound knowledge, our lifting 

plans are a reliable guide. 

Lifting begins 
with a good plan
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The working method of BKV has been part of our company culture 

ever since we began in 1969. The four brothers Dick, Henry, Albert and 

Daan learned the trade at an early age. More than forty years later, we 

now own an extensive collection of cranes. Some jobs require a 40 ton 

crane, others need a 1200 ton crane. 

Specialists since 1969
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High, heavy, difficult. BKV likes it. We absorb the right 

equipment. From agile telescopic cranes to heavy 

crawlercranes. Because we have a big and wide cranefleet 

available, we are able to offer the best fitting solution in 

each situation.

Heavy lifts
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This is what we 
excel in

As a crane company, we carry out all kinds of projects. 

We may only be assisting at the building site with the use of a 

concrete bucket or we have the leading role in a complicated 

reconstruction job alongside a railway. Today we may be 

lifting a chalet from its place at a crowded holiday park, 

tomorrow we might be constructing an 80 meter tall wind 

turbine. We are capable of all of these things. To be honest, 

we really enjoy complicated projects that require insight and 

meticulous planning.
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“Engineers with insight 

make all the difference on 

the building site.”

Construction
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“We rely on strict planning 

and adhere to stringent 

safety requirements.”

(Rail)infra
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Maritime

“From lifting jobs next 

to or on the water to 

road transport.”
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“Specialistic lifting 

operations require 

know-how and solid 

preparations.”

Wind energy
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Recreation

“Experience with 

manoeuvring in holiday 

parks with limited space.”
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“We are suited to industrial 

environments and always 

lift safely and efficiently.”

Heavy industry
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Engineering

“We even have solutions for 

assembly locations that have 

limited height clearance.”
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Horizontal transport

If you want to move an object from A to B, we do it for 

you all inclusive. In other words: including the (special) 

horizontal transport. We prepare each transport 

thoroughly, from loading to unloading. We will apply for 

the necessary permits and exemptions, make sure that 

the road is clear and that the destination is accessible. 

Wherever necessary, we will temporarily remove 

street furniture, lay ramps or make other provisions. 

We are specialists in exceptional-convoy cars escort 

transportation. Safety and caution characterise our 

approach. Your goal is our goal too: the problem-free 

transport of exceptional objects.
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Barneveldse Kraanverhuur

(Barneveld Crane Hire)

Nijkerkerweg 138, 3771 LB Barneveld

The Netherlands 

T +31 (0)342 - 492 464 

F +31 (0)342 - 492 912 

E-mail: info@bkv.nl

Would you like to get acquainted? 
Or would you like to discuss a project? 
Please feel free to contact us!

Do you have a project coming up and do you want to know how we would go about it? 

Would you like to get acquainted and/or visit our company? 

Then do not hesitate to contact us. We are interested in the challenge you are faced with!

bkv.nl BKV Kraanverhuur BKV Kraanverhuur

....because we do more than just lifting!


